Route notes for 2022 Hayling Cycle Ride – Day 1

Day 1 – Ouistreham to hotel
Distances are in miles.
O & o= big & mini roundabouts, T=T junction, GW=give way, TR & TL
mean Turn Right or Left, BR & BL mean Bear Right or Left, SO=Straight
On, X=Crossroads
At passport control. Leave the ferry port along with the rest of
the traffic, making your way to the left-hand lane of the two
lanes until you get to the traffic lights next to La Broche
D’Argent. Turn sharp left just before the lights then
immediately go over to the right-hand side and into what
appears to be the car park of Le Phare hotel. Please meet here
until the luggage van has arrived. The cycle path starts
running alongside the canal - Zero speedo here.
Stay next to canal as road bends away right
2.8

Stay on towpath to Pegasus Bridge, then cross over the road
and back onto the cycle path to the Pont de Colombelles.

6.0

Leave the cycle path, turning right into a bus stop (Chemin de
Halage)– support should be here! Follow the road and take the
1st left Montmery le Borg. Continue along Rue Verte.

6.3

At stop sign turn right into Rue de Belle Vue

6.4

At T Turn left Herouville centre Rue Eugène Quesnel.

6.5

Turn right (owl statue) Herouville centre, stay on cycle path
bearing left on busy bit of road.

6.7

Turn right, sign Kyriad hotel, follow cycle path through middle
of shopping centre, past KFC and continue, Kyriad hotel sign
ahead.

7.5

Turn right and then left into car park. (The hotel reception is at
the back of the building; bikes will be stored in underground
room.)
Hotel Kyriad Caen Nord, Impasse des Ormes, Boulevard du
Bois, 14200 Herouville-Saint-Clair
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